The paper focuses upon the problem of trans-cultural transfer in subtitling as
in the auspices of the present research I would like to focus on subtitling.
Jorge Diaz Cintas and Aline Remael define subtitling as "a translation practice that consists of presenting a written text, generally on the lower part of the screen, that endeavors to recount the original dialogue of the speakers, as well as the discursive elements that appear in the image (letters, inserts, graffiti, inscriptions, placards, and the like), and the information that is contained on the soundtrack (songs, voices off) (Diaz Cintas, Remael, 2007) . Such a complicity of subtitles imposes a lot of restrictions upon a translator; on the other hand subtitles should trigger a target audience's reaction similar to the one of the source audience. That is why the problem of subtitling is a vexed one; besides there is a great amount of the so-called «fan subtitling», which jeopardizes the quality of subtitling on a global scale. That is why there is quite a number of works discussing different issues of subtitling. Translation of subtitles is researched in different aspects. Some works focus upon perception of the subtitles and tracking the eyes movement during watching an AV-content with subtitles (Schotter & Rayner, 2012) , (Dwyer, 2015) , other researchers highlight the problems of AVT connected with conveying the meaning of the culture-specific concepts and peculiarities of trans-cultural transfer during the process of translating subtitles (Gottlieb, 1997; Tailor, 2000) , a lot of attention is payed to the didactic of AVT and teaching the essential techniques of subtitling process (Sponholz, 2003; Diaz Cintas, Remael, 2008) . Finnish researcher Tiina Holopainen from University of Turku presents her own model of subtitles translation strategy (Holopainen, 2010) . The present research will focus upon the problems of translation of culture-specific concepts and tools of trans-cultural transfer in the process of subtitling. First, it is crucial to mention major restrictions connected with AVT overall and subtitling in particular.
Basic restrictions of subtitling
We have already mentioned that the AVT imposes on a translator certain restrictions, which are not typical for other fields of translation practice. The list of restrictions may differ according to different kinds of AVT; here we will focus upon the restrictions to be considered in the subtitling process. There are four main types of above said restrictions: In can be called a "sense-to-sense" translation or "meaning-oriented" one. Dynamic equivalence is an extremely important concept for AVT, because our main goal is to provoke a reaction, a response to the translated AV-product, which will correlate with the response to the source AV-product.
We need to perform the so-called user-oriented translation whereas "the message is preserved and the translation is faithful" (Nida and Taber, 1982 We have to omit some words and syntactical structure in order to scale the meaning to fit into the restricted amount of symbols.
More physiological restrictions set the translator of subtitles into a very limited environment. The viewer needs some time to correlate the subtitle with the image on the screen; there should be some natural internal rhythm in a subtitle, so it will be comfortable to read it. Sometimes one sentence can be split into several lines or even several subtitles, so the translator has to follow the meaning of the whole phrase and the images appearing on the screen.
All these restrictions inevitably lead to some type of semantic compression of the source text that is why we often omit interjections, repetitions or sometimes utterances, which are decided to be semantically excessive. The translator has to generalize meaning, paraphrase the source text to squeeze it into required 72 symbols. Moreover, we need to remember, "all important written information in the images (signs, notices, etc.)
should be translated and incorporated wherever possible" (Carrol and Ivarisson, 1998) . It means that some symbols in a subtitle can be also "stolen"
by the inserts, including the written source text, appearing on the screen. It may include some information about the person speaking, names of companies, streets, newspapers, etc., appearing in the AV-content in a written form. Nowadays it is very fashionable to incorporate into a shot some verbal images (SMS texts, email, chats, etc.). They make the film more fun to watch and more difficult to subtitle.
If the translator fails to observe all these restrictions, the result of his or her work may be poor. During last decade there appeared hundreds of poorly subtitled films and TV-series, because, on one hand, the overall quality of translation is quite low; on the other hand, amateurs, who do not even know about the above-mentioned restrictions, subtitle a lot of content. However even the experienced audiovisual translators sometimes are stuck, when they face some difficulties in a source text, connected with linguocultural aspects of language. Here we will discuss some ways to perform a trans-cultural transfer during subtitling, taking into consideration all the restrictions, described above.
Subtitling as a trans-cultural transfer
The Director of the Humanities Center at
Harvard University Homi K. Bhabha called culture a strategy for survival and said that it is "both transnational and translational" (Bhabha, 1994) . and European markets, citing the "unique tastes" of Chinese audiences" (Yang, 2015) .
The same rules work in case of subtitling Russian movies into English. Our "mysterious Russian soul" becomes even more mysterious, when our movies are subtitled into English without taking into consideration the rules and the restrictions of subtitling. Russian cultural environment differs from the national cultures of the western world and our cinematograph is not an exception. Nancy Condee, a well-known specialist in contemporary Russian cinema, says that to be Russian is to be universal. Our culture is full of paradoxes, reflected in our movies: "to be poor in this world is to be rich in the other world; to be humble is to be great; to suffer is to be blessed" (Condee, 2009) . The unique fate of our country has always been very interesting but incomprehensible for foreign viewers.
That is why they are interested both in movies showing the history of imperial Russia, and in movies about contemporary Russia. In addition, the task of translator is to make these pieces understandable.
Further, we will discuss the principles of here we may observe a strategy of contaminationthe word "танкиста" (tankmen) is changed to "фашиста" (Nazis). These two words do rhyme, but the meaning changes dramatically.
The problem is that this song is a good example of the culture specific intertextual inclusion, which is very well known in a source culture, but is unknown for the representatives of the target culture. Moreover, contamination creates a comic effect, which can be easily lost during translation.
The translator has two different variants: either to neutralize the comic effect and translate the song literary, or to find an appropriate variant of a cultural equivalent. Here we should ask ourselves a question: "Which part of the song is the most important?" The only way to understand it is to match the subtitle to the AV-context. On the screen, we see three people entering the station, so the key word here is "three". Then we need to find a song or a rhyme in the target culture, which includes the word "three" and can be squeezed into 36 symbols in a line. The translator has chosen an English nursery rhyme about three blind mice: "Three blind mice, three Nazi mice | See how they run, | who's the third one?" This rhyme is also contaminated, because in the second line the word "blind" is changed into "Nazi", so the meaning remains intact. The rhyme in the third and fourth lines (run -one) helps to create the impression of a song, because the receptors can hear the original soundtrack, where the protagonist is obviously singing.
One more challenge of the subtitling process, connected with "The Spy" movie, is translation of sovetisms -culture-specific concepts that were actual in the time of the USSR. They sometimes include such variants as "председатель колхоза"-"the head of collective farm", "клуб железнодорожников" -"local Community Center", and others. The abovementioned sovetisms have already been included into the dictionaries, though it will be not always easy for the representatives of the target culture to understand them. That is why in some cases we need to change the meaning or, to be more exact, to generalize it, to ease the process of subtitles comprehension. Here are the examples: the protagonist, Egor Dorin, has a fight with a street gang and saves a nice girl, Nadya. She is very unusual young woman -she tries to help a gangster with a broken arm, though he has just tried to stab Egor with a knife, she does not go to the local club to watch a movie or to dance. In fact, she is coming from church having an Easter cake in her arms. Egor is astonished by Nadya and starts asking some questions, for example:
"А чего это вы -комсомолка, и в церковь ходите?" The main problem here is the sovetism "комсомолка", which has no functional or cultural equivalent in the target language. If we use a variant "Komsomol member", we will spend six precious symbols for the word "member", but it will be still a question for the viewer: Who is a Komsomol member and why can't she go to the church? The only way here is to generalize and to use an equivalent "Communist", which will put everything straight. Therefore, we get a rather Sometimes we need to neutralize slang to make sure we do not use banned words and to ensure the viewers understand their meaning.
That is why we neutralize for example the word "флакон" so it becomes just "a bottle", "кутузка" -"prison", etc. AV-text is always a multi-coded one, containing not only a verbal channel, but also some nonverbal channels, including an image, music, different sounds and noises, it is always necessary to make a coherent unity of all these information channels in order to create a viewer-friendly product. We should try to get an adequate response of the target audience, which will be close to the intention of the author of the movie and to the reaction of the source audience. In case of subtitling, we have to squeeze all this into a definite amount of symbols, to ensure that our viewer will be able to read them. 
Conclusions

